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Chapter One: Konrad the White

Golden sun rays cracked the dawn and splayed through the thick 
boughs lining the dense woods south of  Rosenberg, Poland. Mid-

spring’s touch caressed the countryside in pleasant breezes, and colorful 
floral displays draped the surrounding hills in swathes of  blues, pinks, and 
yellows.

 Konrad exited the main entryway of  his estate onto the cobblestone 
path lining the narrow courtyard. He strode his wide frame up to his 
barded Destrier and padded the neck of  his seasoned warhorse, inspecting 
the pristine black and yellow barding common to his crest.

“I cleaned him up well, as you like, sire,” said a young stable boy. “He 
wasn’t a fuss this morning as he usually is.”

Konrad looked down at the youth and grinned. “At times, this horse 
does have a temperament. But it is trustworthy and a fine mount in battle.”

The boy observed the long procession of  mounted knights, most with 
their helms removed as they shared goodbyes with loved ones or shook 
hands with friends. Most conversations were jovial, yet tears ran from 
emotional wives and sorrowful small children. He looked back to the 
bearded noble. “Where are you off  to, Lord Konrad?”

“Why do you ask?” Konrad’s thick eyebrow perked.
“You seem to be taking all your men with you.”
The Polish lord chortled. “Not all. I am leaving a few to watch the 

estate while we are away. Soon others will join us and we will ride north.”
“For what?” Konrad waved his heavy hand in annoyance at the 

inquisitive youth. “Bah, enough questions. Now go. Do your chores 
and mind your mother. We will return soon.” He glanced at his troops 
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completing their farewells and mounting their horses draped in the same 
colors of  Konrad’s steed—a black eagle on a field of  yellow with shields 
to match.  

“Yes, my lord.” The boy moved away from the column of  troops. 
“God’s speed.”

Konrad ignored the boy, focusing instead on a young knight slowing his 
mount alongside him. His polished plate armor glistened in the sunlight. 
“Sire, the men appear ready.”

“Did you sleep well?” 
Albin nodded. “Fair. The anticipation of  battle kept me from peaceful 

slumber.”
Konrad’s brow furrowed under a beguiling grin. “Anticipation of  

battle, or was it the touch of  your wife bidding you not to go?”
“Perhaps both,” Albin grinned as he looked askance.
“Despite your youthful age, you are a seasoned veteran. Battle should 

not worry you.” Konrad grasped the leather reins of  his bridle.
“Battle always concerns me. The chance of  death hovers like a 

persistent mist.”
“True, death lurks around every corner of  a battlefield. But it does 

also in life. Your days are already marked. Until then, live your life to the 
fullest.” 

Albin shifted his lengthy brown hair out of  his chocolate-hued eyes. 
“Good words, sire. I will take them to heart.” He scanned the thin clouds 
streaked across the blue dawn. “It is a good day. Let us ride while the 
weather favors our journey.”

Konrad nodded for Albin to commence the march.
The young officer looked over his back and bellowed, “Forward . . . 

ride!”
Within moments, the rumbling sounds of  hundreds of  iron shod 

hooves, grinding wagon wheels, and the metallic clank of  armor filled 
the inner ward in a cacophony of  steel and stone. Archers walking their 
posts behind squared crenellations on the outer wall opened the north 
gate through which the column exited the castle. Konrad’s forces passed 
through the outer ward, under the north barbican, and crossed the north 
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drawbridge toward the main highway. A long wagon train equipped with 
livestock, extra horses, foodstuffs, and all the manpower a mobile army 
would need followed Konrad’s forces in slow steady fashion.

The remainder of  Duke Konrad’s troops gathered along the tail end 
of  the column as the caravan passed by outlying villages along the route. 
Handfuls of  commoners stood along the town streets and watched the 
colorful procession pass. Some of  the women waved handkerchiefs, 
children jumped with excitement, and elderly men nodded in satisfaction. 
It wasn’t long before Konrad’s force of  fifty knights, one thousand men 
at arms, two hundred archers, and one thousand peasant levies marched 
along the snaking road north.

Albin rode alongside Konrad as the formation traveled along the 
primary turnpike. “I understand we are riding to Marienburg.”

Konrad nodded. “We are.”
Albin bobbed his head rearward. “I also noticed your ranks have 

swelled.”
“They have.” “Then would you mind informing me as to why we 

ride north to the bishoprics with greater numbers than I have ever seen? 
Something dwells to the north greater than a minor conflict.”

The confident ruler steadied his silent gaze forward.
“Perhaps it is to protect your investments.”
Konrad turned his face to Albin. “It is honor and duty that compel me 

to answer the call of  an ally.”
Albin smirked. “Ally? Would they come to your need?”
“I would expect them to.”
“They would not.”
“Leave it be, Albin. We will be compensated for our loyalty.”
Albin exhaled in disgust. “Well, then, may I ask the true reason for our 

travel?”
“There is a small group of  knights who have turned against Reiniger, 

defiling the very nature of  what the Teutonic Order stands for. As they 
prepare to guard its borders from Lithuania and perhaps Novgorod, they 
have requested we ride north, capture these traitors, and return them for 
proper sentencing.”
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“Does it take all of  your men to capture a few renegade knights?”
“So it appears.”
Albin thumbed backwards. “And the reserves are willing to follow you 

for this cause?”
“For the nobles, I promised them additions to their lands and an 

increase in pay, if  they arrive home alive to enjoy it.”
“And the commoner?”
“Less taxation for those who fight.”
“Do you expect any of  the men to return?”
Konrad looked ahead with a hint of  arrogance. “Some.”
“Your voice echoes pessimism.” 
“You are neither a politician nor a lawmaker, yet you continue to 

fuss and analyze what need not be scrutinized. It is only a few radicals 
who must be subdued before their poison spreads into the populace. If  
that happens, our hands will be full trying to contend with the impeding 
chaos.”

“A politician or a lawmaker I am not, but I am cautious. My wits have 
allowed me to keep my head by not running like a fanatic into the night.”

Konrad pointed at Albin’s head. “Your wits and abilities granted you 
my second in command. Now shut your mouth and cease the questioning. 
If  I wanted my wife to ride along and nag me, I would have brought her 
instead.”

Shaking his head in disapproval, Albin kept smiling. “Very well.” He 
veered his mount around in a hairpin turn and trotted several horse-
lengths back adjacent to the scarred Gawel Dudek, the thick-chested 
Sergeant of  the Guard.

Several days of  travel brought Konrad’s men to the western outskirts 
of  Opole, the northernmost town near the border of  the Duchy of  
Wroclaw. Konrad formed their encampment near a clearing bordering 
a broad creek. Cooking fires seemed to burst out of  the ground like a 
field of  orange light across the dark landscape. Once Konrad’s sleeping 
quarters were erected and his fire pit ablaze, the servants settled in to their 
own campsite, leaving the burly lord reclined up against an outcropping 
gazing into the fire, his mind lost in secrets only he knew about.
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After his meal of  roasted beef  and dark rye bread, Konrad drank 
strong ale from his favorite metal stein. As he gazed into the fire, Dudek 
appeared out of  the darkness like an apparition and approached the fire.

“Your permission to approach, sire,” Dudek requested in a husky, 
confident voice.

Konrad flicked his fingers for him to advance.
The dark-haired sergeant moved past the fire and took a seat near the 

nonchalant duke. Konrad glimpsed at the wicked scar carved into Dudek’s 
flesh. Thankful it was not his disfigurement, he looked away. “What news 
do you bring?” 

“Bolesław the Generous fears you. He thinks you will ally with Henry 
to stop his claims on Wroclaw,” Dudek answered in a lowered tone.

Konrad broke a slight grin, listening, still focused on the dancing 
flames.

“What ails him is your reasoning for traveling north. Bolesław feels 
you are bringing war to his doorstep.”

“Bolesław is the thorn which must be plucked. Unification is necessary 
for a strong rule. There are too many scepters vying for authority.” Konrad 
eased his gaze around to Dudek. “I expect steps are being taken to assure 
the changes are made?”

Dudek’s grin wrinkled his deep pink scar. “They have. Your offer 
was taken without hesitation. The endless infighting and groveling of  
the bickering families has created dissention in the bloodlines, a perfect 
opportunity for the duchies to become a united force under your rule.”

“We want to think so. Silesia will be ruled by my hand, and I under the 
tutelage of  King John. This opens the door of  prosperity, and I intend to 
take what is mine.”

“Then what is the importance of  helping the Order?” 
“By presenting my army, Reiniger promised us lands in that pagan 

stronghold. I possess the documents bearing his seal to prove it. Our 
support will endow us with greater wealth, increased power, more lands . 
. . all factors necessary to increase my dominance.”

Both men shared a brief  laugh as Dudek tossed several logs into the 
blaze. Konrad gulped his ale and placed the cup aside. Spying the empty 
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container, Dudek took the mug and reached behind him to a short, 
wooden keg. He placed the stein under the spout, opened the valve, and 
filled the container with the frothy spirits for Konrad to savor.

“Thank you.” Taking his preferred drink in hand, Konrad motioned 
toward his trusted sergeant. “Go ahead, drink.”

Dudek found an empty pewter mug near the oaken cask and proceeded 
to fill the cup until a stream of  foam flowed down the side. “Thank you, 
my lord.” He drank deeply, enjoying the dark liquor in a satisfied exhale. 
“Why do you do not share your plans with Albin?”

Konrad paused on the question, taking care in his choice of  words. 
“Albin is a worthy commander and an experienced leader. He is devoted 
to family and has bled for my banner. But his methods are too timid. I 
cannot have anyone hinder my future, and I feel his candid views may try 
to alter my position.”

“And if  he confronts you on your plans against Bolesław?”
Konrad stared a moment at his gruff  sergeant. He faced the fire once 

more as he took a deep drink, and kept his peace.
*  *  *

The following gray afternoon found Konrad’s columns entering the 
town of  Brzeg in the Duchy of  Wroclaw under a cool, northerly breeze. 
As the dirt road veered around a thicket of  hardwoods, it opened into 
scrub-covered fields inclining into subtle ridges to the north of  the city. 
Brzeg’s first structures appeared about three hundred yards away with 
quaint farmsteads dotting the landscape. Easing his gaze eastward, Konrad 
spotted a noble on his horse accompanied by a long line of  armored 
cavalry sitting in the meadow. A company of  foot soldiers with shield 
and spears sat to the left across the road from the solitary horseman and 
Konrad’s advancing column. 

Albin studied the banners flying over the leadership positioned in 
advance of  the troops. “It is Henry’s banner.”

“Send word that we are prepared to greet him,” Konrad said, shifting 
in his saddle to gain more comfort.

Albin jerked the reins of  his steed and galloped across the meadow to 
meet an oncoming messenger from Henry’s entourage. Both horsemen 
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shared a brief  exchange before returning to their perspective commands.
“Well?”
Albin halted his horse and spun around facing Henry’s direction. “He 

awaits your presence, sire.”
Konrad grinned and urged his horse forward. Albin bellowed the order 

to commence marching once more along the highway toward Brzeg. One 
hundred yards ahead, Albin and Konrad veered off  the road and across 
the field as Henry and his staff  of  armored troops galloped out to meet 
him. Henry’s red and yellow checkered caparison covered the cavaliers’ 
mounts while Henry’s horse differed by the spread-winged black eagle on 
a red field covering the steed’s hind quarters.

“Henry, good to see you,” Konrad said, polite yet cautious.
“The same to you, Konrad,” Henry replied. He removed his great 

helm boasting a black eagle head crest and fastened it to a hook hanging 
off  his pommel. “I see you brought your forces to bear.”

Konrad glimpsed around. “I do not see the entirety of  yours.”
“They are waiting in Wroclaw. The alliance has somehow inspired the 

populace. My numbers have grown. And I see you have done the same.”
“I have. We will have time to discuss our strengths later. A confrontation 

awaits us in Legnica.”
Henry was taken aback. “My, you are anxious, aren’t you?”
“I cannot waste my time worrying about one man. There are forces 

at work greater than many know, and I am in position to reap,” Konrad 
responded tersely. “Are you coming?”

Henry motioned forward. “Lead the way. I will bring my forces behind 
yours.”

Konrad guided his mount back to his waiting troops along the highway 
under Dudek’s lead with Albin at his side.

Dudek glanced over his shoulder. “Is Henry ready to ride with us?”
“He is,” Konrad answered. “The rest of  his forces will join us in 

Wroclaw. Advance the column.”
Without hesitation, Dudek shouted the command for the troops to 

advance.
In somewhat sluggish fashion as if  watching a knotted earthworm 
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slowly uncoil, the dormant troops shuffled from a standstill into a slow 
march, increasing their speed into a brisk walk as the procession elongated. 
The combined forces of  Konrad and Henry weaved their way along the 
dusty road through the countryside until they reached Wroclaw several 
days later. Once Henry’s large army of  twenty-five hundred men joined 
the march, they crossed over several waterways, passing through Sroda, 
and finally encamping near the border of  the Duchy of  Legnica.

The next morning found the forces of  Konrad and Henry stirring 
under drizzling skies.

Wet ground served for a slowed advance into Legnica. A muddy 
coating on legs and clothing served as the undesirable trade-off  of  having 
rain-soaked gear instead of  dust-coated equipment.

On the outskirts of  Legnica, Konrad scanned the town’s perimeter, 
seeing nothing of  concern, yet his gut told him a confrontation was 
imminent. He anticipated one of  two possible outcomes—intimidation 
or unification. He expected more of  the former than the latter.

Wide grassy plains dotted with dense patches of  woods and rich 
farmland sprawled out in front of  the town’s center, partially hidden by 
a ridgeline covered by a thin border of  trees. Off  to the right of  the 
road stood a gathering of  horsemen sitting upon armored warhorses, and 
blocks of  infantry, many of  them draped in royal blue surcoats, stood in 
array. The flanks were covered by levies with a line of  knights positioned 
behind the command.

Konrad examined the opposing troop formations, and sent another 
glance at the blue banner fluttering over the noble and his aides. He 
smirked. “Bolesław is here.”

Albin and Dudek, positioned on the left and right respectively, scoured 
the force confronting them from one end to the other. 

Albin’s eyes narrowed. “I do not see the rest of  Bolesław’s army.”
Dudek shifted his gaze to the tree line on his right. “The woods are too 

thin to hide anyone.”
Konrad halted his column and looked to Dudek. “Deploy the men. 

Place the knights to the rear within charge distance, archers in the middle 
behind the infantry, mercenaries to the right.”
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The battle-hardened sergeant saluted. “Yes, sire,” and sped off  to relay 
Konrad’s instructions to the others.

Albin watched Konrad’s army deploy under the reverberating roar of  
Dudek’s instruction. His mouth stood ajar. “Lord Konrad, what are you 
doing?”

“I have no time for foolery. We have a destination to reach,” Konrad 
answered bluntly.

“You intend to confront Bolesław in battle?” 
“If  he wants it, I’ll give it to him. My heart boils when I ponder at this 

feudal lord’s incompetent ability to rule. I also despise pompous nobles 
complaining and whining to gain a few scraps of  land and another title 
when they are unworthy of  wiping the dung off  a horse’s hoof.”

“I thought your heart was devoted to Silesia?” 
“It is why we ride north. But to think our provinces will join in a single 

strengthened kingdom is futile. Bickering and crying is all that results from 
vain attempts to create such a realm,” Konrad replied, his eyes focused on 
Bolesław’s entourage.

A group of  levy cavalry arrived late and positioned itself  on Bolesław’s 
extreme left.

“Another one-hundred horses have arrived, my lord. What are your 
plans?” Albin questioned as he analyzed the growing threat.

Konrad kicked his mount forward, leaving everyone behind. Puzzled, 
Albin quickly ordered a handful of  southern Silesian knights to advance. 
As they moved up to support the duke, Albin led them along the road and 
off  into the field, stopping behind Konrad’s halted steed.

“I sent the initiative. Now, I will await his response,” Konrad said.
As expected, Bolesław’s staff  sent out a rider to meet them, his ebony 

horse draped in blue with golden eagles on each quarter. The galloping 
noble slowed to a trot and then cantered within a dagger’s throw before 
coming to rest.

The knight removed his blue crested headdress, placed the visored 
helm under his left arm, and gave a slight head bob. “Duke Konrad, Duke 
Henry.”

Henry returned the gesture. “Borys,” he said, cognizant of  the troops 
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arrayed in the distance. 
“I see Bolesław has brought a welcoming party to greet us,” Konrad 

announced.
“He has,” Borys answered, moving a clump of  dirty blond hair from 

his eyes. “Prince Bolesław wishes to know your reason for riding through 
Legnica with such a formidable force.”

“It is my business,” Konrad retorted.
Borys bounced his stare to Henry and several knights behind Albin 

before refocusing back on Konrad. “I see. My lord will require a more 
definitive answer, or he will not let you pass.”

Konrad leaned forward in his saddle, resting his arm across his right 
thigh. “If  Bolesław desires to discover my intentions, tell him to ride his 
fat carcass out here and ask me face to face.”

“He will not do so, sire. Bolesław does not . . . he does not trust you. 
And I feel Duke Henry’s presence does nothing to remedy the situation.”

“That makes two of  us. Now, deliver my request, or my army will 
advance without a cordial response.”

“If  you move your forces through Legnica, Bolesław will be forced to 
attack.” Borys steadied his whinnying horse with gentle tugs on his reins.

“If  you fail to deliver my request for him to meet me, I will be happy 
to provoke his assault. Now, be off. My patience is thinning.”

Borys’s jaw stiffened as he placed his helm back on and pressed it snug. 
“I will deliver your message.”

In one fluid motion, the noble spun the horse around and galloped 
back to his lines to relay Konrad’s offer.

Henry watched Borys ride away. “Do you think he will comply?”
“I care not.” Konrad squeezed the leather straps through his gauntlet. 

“I already formulated my answer long before we arrived here.”
In the distance, Borys conversed with Bolesław and several of  his staff  

amid head turns and finger pointing. The sun glinting off  the polished 
armor and gleaming metal weapons of  Bolesław’s troops forced Konrad 
to squint as he continued analyzing the impending peril. A moment 
passed, then another, drawing out the anticipation of  the encounter to an 
irritable level. 
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Konrad clenched his jaw. “I’ll give the coward a minute more, or we 
ride through.”

As the last syllable left his lips, Bolesław persuaded his mount across 
the grassy meadow with Borys and another unidentified aide by his side 
bearing Bolesław’s fluttering colors on a blue-hued pole. The plump High 
Duke of  Legnica, accompanied by two of  his nobles, stopped his steed 
within speaking distance and gazed at Konrad through his open-faced 
basinet helm. A blue shield emblazoned with a golden eagle rested on his 
left arm.

“Borys has informed me you wanted to meet. Here I am.” 
Heat rushed under Konrad’s armor and pricked his flesh with 

goosebumps. He sensed the fear in Bolesław’s quivering eyes and twitching 
fingers. “What is your reason for confronting me in my passage?”

Bolesław glanced at Konrad’s forces formed behind him, then studied 
his rival’s council situated alongside him. “What is your reasoning for 
riding through Legnica with your army?”

“If  you must know, I ride north to support Master Reiniger. He 
requested my services and I am honored to serve.” 

 “You are obliged to serve,” Bolesław countered. “The Order has been 
generous to you.”

“You denied your chance to prosper in the same manner. In your 
bitterness, you threaten to overtake Henry while at the same time impede 
my journey.” The leather of  Konrad’s saddle creaked as he shifted. “I do 
not take kindly to resistance.” 

Bolesław chuckled. “Despite our personal union in ruling the provinces 
of  Silesia, I do not condone nor accept your reasons for allying with 
Henry or the Order.”

“Times are changing, and so are the minds of  the people. They desire 
more from their rulers instead of  the spendthrift fool you exemplify.”

“Oh, do they?” Bolesław queried in a sardonic tone.
“And I mean to bring it to them.” 
Bolesław tilted his head. “How so?” The haughty smirk on Konrad’s 

lips etched caution across Bolesław’s features. A nervous scan of  those 
opposing him forced the Duke of  Legnica to jerk back on his reins, fear 
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in his voice. “Fall back! Treachery! Fall back!”
Konrad raised his right hand in the air, the plated gauntlet sparkling 

in the sunshine. Before Bolesław could turn about, an incoming hiss 
slammed into his throat. A crossbow bolt buried itself  mid-shaft, snapping 
the duke’s neck as blood gurgled from his mouth in gory gasps. He clawed 
for the bolt, eyes bulged in fear, yet his fading efforts were pointless. A 
moment later, the rotund ruler toppled from his mount and crashed to 
the ground.

Albin and several of  the knights sat astonished upon their decorated 
horses. Konrad did not budge as Borys steadied his skittish mount in 
confident fashion. 

The aide adjacent to Borys went for his sword, rage burning his face 
red. “The Duke has been slain! Konrad is a murderer! Konrad is—!”

A metallic shling from Borys’s scabbard ended the noble’s sentence. 
The cavalier’s headless body somehow stayed erect as his frightened steed 
galloped away through the field almost fifty yards before the bloody 
corpse collapsed off  the saddle and thudded into the grass.

Bolesław’s troops stirred in confusion. Nervous words riddled the 
ranks while six knights dashed forward to confront Konrad and his men. 

Wiping his blade clean with a rag pulled from under his saddle, Borys 
held up his hand to steady the oncoming paladins, then sheathed his 
sword and faced Konrad’s officers. “My lord, what are your orders?”

Konrad spat to the side and gave a slight nod as Borys’s men halted. 
“Go and tell your army of  the change in leadership. We head north within 
the hour.” 


